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Du kannst gar nicht so viel
weinen wie ich kotzen möchte

Du kannst gar nicht so viel weinen wie
ich kotzen möchte [You can‘t possibly
cry as much as I want to vomit] is a
fountain dedicated to the new Bavarian
police law of 2018, widely described as
the most intrusive in Germany since the
Nazi era. The title is an adaptation of
a Max Liebermann quote referring to the
rise of fascism in Germany.
A collaboration with Johannes Büttner.
glazed and unglazed stoneware,
chrome pipes, pump, preformed pond,
water, concrete, “Learn Better” room
scent, 2,20×2,40×1,70m
Ansbach Contemporary Biennale, 2018

Emmenagogue Garden
This exhibition addresses the lost
female knowledge of contraceptive and
abortive herbs. At a critical time when
women’s rights are under attack we
revisit the history and actuality of
natural information sharing and female
reproductive autonomy. A collaboration
with Juliana Cerqueira Leite.
various abortive and contraceptive
herbs, stone plaster, steel, glass,
vinyl wall prints, aroma diffusors,
various etheric oils, uv lights, humus,
water, dimensions variable
Beverly’s NYC, 2018

Her-b
Fine lawns are seen as a sign of a fairly good
income. If you trim and cut your grass finely, you
might be tempted to stay put at its front, gazing at
the sunset setting so finely at the tip of its
clear-cut equilibrium. I would instead suggest to
get down on your knees and search among the
discarded remnants of uneven strands and unwanted
weed; you might find something worth keeping. Just
like the word Her can be found within the word
Her-b. In fact, within that discovery, there is a
hidden history to be told in itself. Or her story,
rather. Let it -b said, that her story is all -b ut
straight, not unlike her hair which has caused her
so much dismay and sadness.
Kept neat under a net,
its not noteworthy,
But let to grow,
it lets go
of itself
and
ends up poking through holes, ditches and cracks,
like an untamed shrub. Who knows what hides
-b etween the holy crack at the highest point of her
thighs. Weed can be seen as verb, but her-b not.
To weed is to isolate, separate, distinguish and
determine what is good and not. Who is to say that
her story is less worth than that of the -b side?
-B elieve not all that you have -b een told by those
who wish to remove the -her from the her-b.
Instead, stir until it results in a satisfactory
sticky subject of its own and -b lood will appear
monthly. This gloopy mix can be used to glue the
-b back on herself, like a lose tail that once lost
its owner. One more detail has to be added to
these curious findings; All women are born with
tails. Some of them grow them, some of them cut
them, some of them lose them, some of them hide them
-b ut we are all -b orn with tails.
– exhibition text by Hanne Lippard

Sheela Na Gigs

Sheela Na Gigs are an ongoing series inspired by
epynomous small grotesques that survive from the
11th and 12th century, all over northern Europe,
usually carved onto buildings. Sheela na gigs
depict laughing female figures with oversized
vulvas, their purpose and meaning is highly
contested. Clearly they weren‘t intended as
fertility godesses or totems, since although they
are crudely and simply sculpted, their sagging
breasts and wrinkly faces belong to postmenopausal women.
glazed stoneware, 5×4×2—20×18×7cm, 2018

Candid Canid

The first wolf that became a dog chose steady employment over freelance work.
Candid Canid shows a video diary in the format of the early cinema genre of “actuality
films,” featuring encounters with dogs in different countries in their multifarious
roles, from working animals and ersatz children to packs on the street. The viewer has
to get down on all fours to view the films projected inside the dog through its anus.
paper maché, tempera, hemp, projection (7.30 min., color, sterio), 60×45×30cm
Kunstraum Kreuzberg, Berlin, 2018

female gaze

This sculpture series was made with
Juliana Cerquiera Leite for the
exhibition The Female Gaze at the
Kunsthaus Erfurt. The sculptures are
based on negative and positive molds
of the artists‘ bodies, in plaster
and ceramic. They play on the concept
of the body as a site of chemical and
alchemical processes and a notion of
disembodied embodiment.

Fingering something out
glazed stoneware, dimensions variable
Kunsthaus Erfurt, 2018

‹ installation view

Nude Descending a Pool Ladder (Gabrielle)
steel, stone plaster, glazed stoneware 130×50×20cm
Kunsthaus Erfurt, 2018

A multispecies public
A Multispecies Public was an installation in a greenhouse in a botanical garden
that drew on the work of John Hartigan, whose motto is “theorizing culture across
species lines.” It featured a sound installation revolving around how one might
go about interviewing plants, and porcelain leaves with emblematic miniature
human sensory organs grafted onto the same plants they were molded from.
porcelain, 16 pieces, stereo sound, 47:30 min., dimensions variable
Botanischer Volkspark Pankow, 2016

Gracias
Gracias is an installation about objectinherent optimism and appreciation for
quotidian materials. If you look into the
plastic bag, it looks back into you.
cotton, plastic bags, glazed stoneware,
acrylic resin, glass, dimensions variable
Salon Plastique, Berlin, 2018

the health benefits of eating silica

“All mammals and birds are curious
about and interested in their
surroundings, and they really look
forward to good things happening.“
– Grandin and Johnson, Animals in
Translation, 2005

The Health Benefits of Eating
Silica was a collaboration with
Lauren Gault. The exhibition was
a multimedia installation examining
the terms qualia and terroir and
the emotional impact of zoomorphic
shapes. It was set in a theater,
and included interactive theatrical
lights that reacted to viewers
movements through the space as well
a live sound installation of sound
bites of sounds made by animals
programmed onto a keyboard.
raw clay, glazed stoneware, brass
chains, projections of scanograms,
forks, hay, crystal glass, live
sound, variable light, variable
dimensions
Glasgow International,
Director‘s Programme,Tramways,
Glasgow, Scotland, 2016

Phersus
glazed porcelain, gold,
dimensions variable
Moscow Biennale, 2016

Manual Override

installation view, amber gels, plaster, pigments, glazed stoneware
and earthenware, snakeskin pleather, steel, wood, vaseline,
digital print on chiffon, dimensions variable
The Landing Strip, Berlin, 2016

A collaboration with
Juliana Cerqueira Leite.
The exhibition took synonyms for
female masturbation as a point of
departure to delve into the rapture
and loss of identity that accompanies
sensual experience, in analogy to the
process of creative collaboration.

exterior view, vaseline, dimensions variable
The Landing Strip, Berlin, 2016

Putting the Dot in .org (detail)
digital print on chiffon
155×110cm

Ménage à Moi, plaster, pigments,
steel, glazed stoneware
95×51×127cm

Fingering Something Out
glazed stoneware
111×21×12cm

50 hairstyles for
women over 50

installation view, glazed stoneware, sand, olive wood, plastics, stone
slabs, composite lumber, sound, dimensions variable
Konkrete Utopien, Alte Post Schöneberg, Berlin, 2016

The sculpture series was produced
in Mallorca with local clays,
glazes, sands, stones and olive
wood. It engaged with the heritage
of sexism in modernist art as exemplified by the title categories of
Miró, who frequently titled works
person or woman, implicitly denying
woman‘s personhood. The woman sculptures always had a hole or two in
them.

